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Rumi's Gift

By: Ari Honarvar
with additional illustrations
by Carmen Costello

I was reciting Rumi’s poetry even before I could read or write.

But when did my relationship with Rumi begin? To answer this, I first have to
delve into the relationship Persians have with poetry. You see, I come from
a culture in which poetry is as much a part of a person as her very heartbeat.
Poems are used in celebration, in welcoming sorrow and despair and even
in resolving conflicts.
For Persians, poetry points to much
more than a moment eloquently
defined. It is one of the most powerful forms of communication and
storytelling. It tells our common story
weaved through the resilient and encrypted thread of verse. It has kept
our spirit alive despite numerous invasions, wars, despotic governments
and sanctions. The words of poets
like Hafez, Saadi, Ferdowsi and Rumi
have been passed on from generation
to generation and I cannot recall a
time when they were not part of me.
So in all honesty, I would have to say
my relationship with Rumi began long
before I was born. And in that I am
not alone.
During the eight year war between
Iran and Iraq, which took a million
lives and destroyed many more, we
Persians took refuge in the power of
poetry. On the nights when we were
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especially brave, we would sneak to
our rooftop to watch the anti-aircraft
missiles shoot up into the air. The brilliant red patterns painting patterns in
the pitch black sky rivaled the most
magnificent Fourth of July fireworks.
But, underneath the awe there was
a simmering terror brewing in my
belly. The terror of not knowing who
or what was going to be destroyed
next. And then would come a mad
proclamation from another rooftop:
“While others sing about love… I am Author: Ari Honarvar
the Sultan of love.” This soon would
be rejoined by “Even if from the sky, This story, like the fragrant wine of
poison befalls all, I’m still sweetness the Beloved, fills our senses and we
wrapped in sweetness wrapped in become drunk with love — a love
sweetness...” from a passerby below. so brimming that must be shared.
And in an instance, my world would We partake together and the flow of
not only become sane, but glorious. It emotion and creativity merges, makwas as if no bomb could ever silence ing it possible for us to participate in
the poetry that flows in our blood.
what we long for: A deep connection
with others and the divine. Together,
Rumi not only understood the power as Rumi puts it, “We say something
of poetry, but also found the sweet new, and the world is renewed.” So,
spot of language somewhere be- with the thrill of discovery, we learn
tween the clinical sterility of politi- to look with new eyes and bring our
cal correctness and the vulgarity of story of passion into the world.
fanaticism. He brought the traditional masculine God from the sky As eager as I was to share Rumi’s
and passionately embraced it as his words, I soon realized translating his
genderless Beloved. He and others poems is fraught with challenges.
like him closed the gap between us Persian poetry is rich with cultural
and the divine until the Beloved was references and packed with historical
inside our beating heart. With that, and mythical imagery. If the translathey forever changed the language, tion is too scholarly, it will lose its
making it sensual and transforming vitality and playfulness and if it is dithe image of a rigid God of fire and vorced from its historical and cultural
brimstone into the story of bitter- context, its essence becomes diluted
sweet longing and union.
or even lost.
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The flavor of mysticism in Rumi’s
poetry comes through in the simmering stew of his Islamic roots, his
experience as a refugee, his com-

The poem cards contain some of the
most poignant verses in English and
Farsi, adding another means of venturing into the enchanting forest of
the psyche. The commentary booklet
features more verses, historical and

Ecstasy

Trust
mand of Arabic and Turkish, his love
of playing chess and his reverence
for the Old and the New Testament.
Fortunately, my mother, a poet and a
Persian Literature scholar, has helped
me unpack the hidden meanings in
Rumi’s poems. Even so, I must be
honest that it is difficult to catch the
magic of the original poems. Allow
me to explain: Imagine having come
from the Louvre meeting your friend
on a sidewalk cafe. Your friend who
has never seen the Mona Lisa asks:
“What was she like?” And you take
out your pen and begin to sketch
on the cocktail napkin. You do your
best and then show her your sketch.
This is what I often feel like when I
translate Rumi. For us Persians, no
translation can come close to the
majesty of Rumi’s words.

Quest

Perspective
But this became the inspiration for
the Rumi’s Gift Oracle Deck. Instead
of just translations, we created multiple pathways for non-Farsi speakers
to connect with Rumi’s message. Like
a traditional Oracle Deck, image
cards present the visual gestalt, a pictorial manifestation of the message.

cultural context, as well as stories and
insights that help go deeper into the
meaning of each poem. Some stories
are from Masnavi, Rumi’s six-volume
book of poetry, and others come from
centuries-old Persian fables.
The book also includes the section
Poem In Action allowing further
reflection, contemplation and action.
Rumi’s Gift Oracle Cards invite us
to tell a fresh story each time we dive
into the ocean of mystery presented
by Rumi’s poetry. The symbols, in
both images and poems, are portals
through which we can delve into
the deep unknown crevasses of the
psyche and bring back the pearls of
wisdom that have been waiting there
all along.

Poems are used in celebration, in welcoming sorrow and despair and even in resolving conflicts. For Persians,
poetry points to much more than a moment eloquently defined. It is one of the most powerful forms of communication and storytelling. It tells our common story weaved through the resilient and encrypted thread
of verse. It has kept our spirit alive despite numerous invasions, wars, despotic governments and sanctions.
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Their Emotional Wounds

O

ne of the most--if not the most--fascinating discoveries I had when I first began working with animals was identifying that
they hold the same core emotional wounds as people, in addition to having the same cloaks of protection. So what does
that mean, you ask?

Depending on your animals’ past experiences and the physical and emotional wounds birthed from them, they could have an
unhealed emotional wound that created a feeling of either abandonment, betrayal, terror (unsafe), invasiveness, or of being
detached from their core authentic self.
These core wounds can develop from birth trauma, lack of nurturing from its birth mother,
not getting its needs met, physical traumas, or abuse. Even something that happened that
might be perceived as small can deeply affect how your animal develops and experiences
life. The emotional wounds are held safely under a cloak of protection until the animal
feels safe enough to release the perceived pain and negative feelings associated with it.
Because emotions are held in the energy field, I see these cloaks as energetic patterns.
At the time the original wound was created, the emotional pain was intentionally pushed
down and covered up to safeguard against ever feeling the emotions birthed from the
experience and, in a way, to pretend that it never happened. It is much like burying
unpleasant feelings in the ground and hoping they will never rise to the surface again.
But every emotion, positive and negative, is filled with life energy, so it will always be
reaching for the light so it can be free.
Covering up emotional wounds is an unconscious action that animals and people do
out of a need to protect themselves and disassociate from ever looking at that moment
in time. It could be seen as ingenious at its conception, but if the animal is unable to
release the cloak as it matures, it will undoubtedly show up as unfounded or exaggerated
fears, aggression, detachment, dependence, negative, and/or neurotic behaviors, or even
physical manifestations.

SOUL HEALING WITH OUR ANIMAL
COMPANIONS:The Hidden Keys to a
Deeper Animal-Human Connection
by Tammy Billups
Publisher: Bear & Company Inc.
$14.99, ISBN13: 9781591433057

The cloak was beautiful at its inception, but over time, it begins to get dingy and
gray, because it is also concealing their most authentic self and preventing them from
experiencing a more peaceful and loving life.
From a bioenergetics standpoint, the cloaks of protection unfortunately create energy
pathways that your animal’s psyche travels time and time again, repeating the same painful

pattern which then triggers the same
chemical responses of fear and anxiety.
These responses then become habitual
and a feeling of normalcy can even ensue
when the same situation presents itself.
It is all choreographed and designed to
protect the animal from feeling the pain
of the original wound.
Think about the rescue animal that has
been rehomed and yet returned time and
time again or an animal that is triggered
into aggressive behavior in repetitive
similar situations. When the animal is
able to heal and release the negative
feelings stemming from the original
wound, she then feels safe enough to
allow her authentic self to shine through.
There are predictable characteristics
and potential behaviors that go
simultaneously with each specific
unhealed emotional wound in your
animals, making it easier to identify
which core wound they are protecting.
Here’s the big insight about your
relationship with your animal: You will
call into your life and be attracted to
an animal that has the same emotional
core wound(s) as you. It’s impossible for
this to not happen. You will be drawn to
each other like magnets. Though how the
hidden wounds show up in both of your
lives might differ, there will be undeniable
similarities. If you didn’t get your needs

met when you were young, you’ll end
up with an animal that didn’t either.
If you have experienced invasiveness
of someone doing something to you
against your will in your background,
your animal will mirror that as well.
The good news is that animals are not
as attached to their emotional scars as
people. I’ve found that they can clear
the effects of the original wound much
more quickly than people. They are
more trusting of the energetic healing
process as a natural one and are not as
attached to holding onto their cloaks of
protection because they live more from
the right side of their brain. Details
of each emotional wound and the
repercussions of the cloak to protect it
will be explained in further detail below
to help you gain the knowledge that will
allow you to enhance their quality of life
in the short and long run, in addition
to giving you an opportunity to have
more love, compassion, and patience for
yourself and your animal companion as
you evolve together.
Animals will usually have more than
one unhealed core emotional wound,
just like people, so they are creating
experiences at a soul level to help them
to simultaneously heal several. When
you read through the five descriptive
types, know that your animal will rarely

Tammy Billups

is a certified Interface
Therapist, animal bioenergy
healer, and pioneer in the
animal-human emotional/
energetic relationship. She has
appeared on CNN's The Daily
Share, Primetime Live ABC, and
Oprah. She lives in a suburb of
Atlanta, Georgia
exhibit 100 percent of the behaviors from
any one cloak of protection pattern. Out
of the five, they will typically use one or
two more than they use the others.

The Needy One
This frequently used cloak of protection
is concealing the unhealed wound of
abandonment, which happens often to
animals and can affect them all differently.
Think of the dog that chases the tennis
ball until he can hardly walk or the cat
that will eat as if it will never have food
again. They are always seeking to be filled
externally because they weren’t allowed
to experience the feeling of fullness and
knowing when they’ve had enough. The
same insatiable need to be filled is also
happening at an energetic level. They
are feeding on your energy in an endless
battle to feel full because they don’t know
how to fill themselves energetically and
retain it.

The preceeding is an excerpt from the book Soul Healing with Our Animal Companions: The Hidden Keys to a Deeper AnimalHuman Connection. Written by Tammy Billups, Published by Bear & Company Inc. Copyright © 2018, Tammy Billups
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Evolutionary Parenting

By David Marshak

At exactly the same moment in human evolutionary history—1910 to 1920—three men who were primarily spiritual teachers
each independently articulated an integral model of human development from birth to age 21. These three men were Rudolf
Steiner, Aurobindo Ghose, and Inayat Khan, and their common vision of human development included the physical and the
intellectual, the emotional and the spiritual, and the complex and intimate relationships among these four aspects of each human being. These three men also used the term unfoldment rather than development to indicate that the growth of the child was
not only a progression of increasing complexity but also an ongoing, outer expression of inner potentials.
Each of them also taught explicitly about the manifestation of evolution on this
planet. Their common vision tells us how we can raise and educate our children so
that they can embody their potential—so they can access post-modern consciousness
in their teens and integral consciousness in their early twenties—and so we can evolve
as a species through and beyond the dangers of our current global challenges. They
offered five key insights for conscious, evolutionary parenting:
1. Every conception and birth of a human being is a wedding of flesh and
		soul.
2. Since the soul in its fullness is present from before birth, your child’s 		
		 soul is expressing its knowing through the vehicle of the physical 		
		 body from the beginning of life. Yes, the soul is constrained by the 		
		 infant’s physical, emotional, and mental limitations—but the will 		
		 of the infant is manifest from the first day of life outside the womb 		
		 (and sometimes before). And the will of the child at every age and stage 		
		 is the expression of the soul’s intent. The soul is “the inner teacher.” 		
		 Give your child as much freedom as possible to live out her inner 		
		 teacher’s guidance while providing your child with safety and individually 		
		 appropriate boundaries.
3. To work at giving your child freedom with safety, you will inevitably have
		 to grow yourself—emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually.
4. There is information available to you now about the trajectory through
		 which human beings unfold and grow in childhood and youth. Yes, each
		 child is unique in the most literal sense of that word. In concert with 		
		 that uniqueness, the vast majority of children and youth develop 		
		 through similar patterns of unfoldment, through similar trajectories 		
		 of growth. But each individual grows in his or her own way, at his or her
		 own rate.
5. The very best parenting that you can provide for your children will also
		 make a significant contribution to the evolution of human consciousness.
Evolution is not something happening out there, somewhere. We are an integral part of it.
Our capacity for growth in consciousness is the leading edge of the evolutionary process on
the planet right now.

About the Author

David Marshak has served as a teacher,
school founder, school administrator,
professor, researcher, and educational
consultant. He is currently the founding
president of the SelfDesign Graduate
Institute (selfdesigninstitute.org). He
is also the author of The Common
Vision: Parenting and Educating for
Wholeness and Kids Need the Same
Teacher for More than One Year.
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What do parents who choose to act
consciously from these insights say
about their experiences of parenting?

Compassion for other people was something
that I hoped to give them as a value that they
could carry forward within their lives.

There was very much of a sense that the
child was a person to be respected as their
own person and by no means a blank slate.
And that our role as parents was to help
with the coming out, the sort of nurturing forth of the potential that was there.

And the young adults who have had
the benefit of evolutionary parenting?

I wanted to give a very strong sense of
rhythm to each young child, a sense of
rhythm to each day. I wanted to bring a
real consciousness to the care I gave them.
We were trying not to create forbidden
fruits. We wanted her to learn to see
through these kind of things—Barbie—
not just to see it the way we do, but to
make her own way through things, so she
can see for herself how things are.
I’m very sensitive, but my daughter doesn’t
have to feel guilty about my sensitivity. I
told her that it’s just that she is this beautiful soul who is evolving, and she’s going
through this stage right now.
A child comes into life with an evolved
soul and has to be respected. When we
think of the child as being younger than
we are, it can be seen as simply an accident of time. In actuality the
child may be more evolved
than we are.

I have friends who really do see the world
definitely not the same as me but who
take the same approach as me—very interested, philosophical. We don’t get the
same answers, and we don’t believe all
the same things, but because of how we
think, I can relate to them.
I feel like we’re in a really, really pivotal
part of our existence. I think that the
near-future is probably not going to look
so wonderful. But the world’s strong,
and humans are pretty capable, and I
think eventually we’re going to mess it
up enough where we finally realize what
we have done and we’ll be able to come
out of it. Not only we as humans, but this
whole giant ball and all the creatures on it.
I would love to see a world in which people
cease to see that there is a separation between us and the rest of the natural world.
There’s so much knowledge—millions,
billions of years of evolutionary knowledge
in nature—that we can learn from nature,
and we can fulfill many of our human
needs in ways that are in harmony with
nature and not working against nature.

EVOLUTIONARY PARENTING
by David Marshak
Publisher: Fairhaven Spiral Press
$14.95, ISBN13:9780692692561

I have a very definite sense, expanding,
growing sense of my own spirituality, and
I feel that there is much that I can learn
from all the wisdom traditions, but that
none of them holds all the truths for me.
Evolutionary Parenting explains the common
vision of human unfoldment and the evolution of consciousness. It offers detailed
interviews with ten parents who have
parented in significant accord with this
common vision and six young adults who
benefitted from this conscious parenting.

I felt that honesty with
myself was the key to
providing a model of
integrity that I could
show to them.
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To be an Evolutionary means to reach out beyond the edges of what has already occurred, to see oneself as journeying into
uncreated territory...[Today] Evolutionaries are part of a larger movement--a fledging, unstructured, diverse movement but one
with great cultural promise and significance. Carter Phipps, Evolutionaries
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Health & Transformation
With Tuning Forks
© 2018 by Jonathan Goldman
It is my belief that the most powerful and transformative sound energy manifests from our voice.
Not only have I found it to be the easiest and simplest way of encoding and transmitting our intention,
but since we can shift and change the pitch of our voice, it is also the simplest and easiest way of finding
the actual frequency that we may need. I am gratified to note that “The Humming Effect”, the most recent
book by myself and my wife Andi Goldman, has achieved a level of notoriety because of the profound
effects of the hum—a simple sound everyone can make and experience.

THE HUMMING EFFECT: Sound Healing
for Health and Happiness
by Jonathan Goldman & Andi Goldman
Foreword by John Beaulieu, N.D., Ph.D.
Publisher: Healing Arts Press
$14.95, ISBN13: 9781620554845

With that said, I will also acknowledge that we humans like sound making devices and instruments,
and tuning forks are no exception. Most musical instruments, for example, were initially created to mimic
various ranges of the human voice. Of all the instruments that have been created among the easiest and
simplest to use are tuning forks that are exclusively designed and developed specifically to use for healing
purposes and used by many sound healing therapists and practitioners . These are, of course, not regular
tuning forks used to tune instruments that are found in music stores.
When utilizing these sound healing tuning forks all you need do is hold them properly and then set
them into motion by striking them against a solid object—anything from the palm of your hand to your
knee or perhaps a book, carpet or even a hockey puck. The tuning forks are then set in motion—as they
vibrate they make sound and this sound can be experienced by the person using the tuning fork or by
someone who is being exposed to the sound of the tuning fork.

The positive thing about tuning forks (besides their ease of utilizing) is threefold. First of all, they are relatively inexpensive. While we know of people
who have hundreds of different tuning forks that are purported to have different purposes because they resonate to different frequencies, it is quite possible to
get by with just one or two tuning forks and have extraordinary transformational and healing experiences.
Second, because tuning forks are either made of steel or aluminum (or a special amalgam of the two), they are extremely easy to transport. If, for
example, you have an expensive instrument, you’d need special shipping equipment in order to move this instrument, and there’s always the chance that
regardless, it could crack or break due to unforeseen circumstances. With tuning forks, they’re practically
indestructible.
The third reason why I like tuning forks is that they are one of the easiest ways of working with
frequency based sound therapy. It has been my experience that most sound therapists find this modality not
only effective, but also quite interesting and exciting to learn about. That is why over the years I have created
many different tuning forks, and many sets of tuning forks specifically designed for healing purposes. (www.
healingsounds.com)
In the next sections I’ll be discussing two specific sets of tuning forks that I have created and developed
specifically to utilize for healing, but first I’d like to discuss the topics of frequencies and ratios in relationship
to tuning forks as these topics are essential in knowing about this healing modality, and also give you a bit
of history in the development of sound healing tuning forks

Frequencies
One way of measuring a sound is its frequency. A frequency is the speed at which an object vibrates.
Scientifically, this is measured in units called “Hertz”. Deep bass sounds move fairly slowly and really high
sounds move fairly quickly. The lowest note on most pianos vibrates at around 27 Hz. (cycles per second)
and the highest note on the piano is almost 4,200 Hz. We’re able to hear from about 16 Hz. to around 16,000
Hz.. Sounds below that are called infra-sound (or ELFs, for extremely low frequencies) and those above our
range of hearing are called ultra-sound. Please be aware that one creature's audible range may be another
creature's ultra-sound. Our friends in the ocean, the dolphins, can create and receive frequencies upwards of
180,000 Hz. As I note in my teaching, just because we can’t hear something doesn’t mean there isn’t a sound.

HEALING SOUNDS:
The Power of Harmonics
by Jonathan Goldman
Publisher: Inner Traditions
$16.95, ISBN13: 9780892819935

Ratios
From one perspective, one of the most powerful aspects of tuning forks is the importance of ratios. A ratio can be understood as being the relationship
between two sounds. Musically, it is often called an interval—the difference between two pitches. I like to perceive of it simply as the space between two sounds.
If we can have two sounds that have two different frequencies and when we compare those two different frequencies, we have a ratio. Some consider ratios
created by whole numbers to be very healing. Others believe that there are special ratios, such as “Phi”, (which will be discussed later) that create important
ratios for healing. What is consistent is that for the most part, you need two tuning forks in order to create a ratio.

Histor y of Tuning Forks for Healing
Tuning Forks have been used to tune instruments for quite a long time. They have been used by the medical community to test reflexes for many years,
but their actual use to generate frequencies of healing is rather new. Much of this is due to the work of Dr. John Beaulieu, who has written a number of
excellent books on healing, including “Human Tuning: Sound Healing With Tuning Forks” and developed many excellent forks. I first learned about tuning
forks from John nearly 30 years ago. He has done some remarkable scientific research into the healing
qualities of specific tuning forks, and has been utilizing them in his teachings and healing practice
throughout the world.
As a colleague and teacher, John and I are in agreement about much regarding tuning forks and
their use. An example of this is the understanding of the importance of using two tuning forks if possible,
and the power of the ratio created by these forks. Another aspect of tuning forks is using tuning forks
of the highest-grade aluminum. As noted, tuning forks can be made of steel or other metal amalgams,
but for the most precise sound and longest resonance, the highest-grade aluminum forks are the most
accurate. They are the sturdiest and most durable of tuning forks. They will also stay in tune (inferior
metals will not). And they create the most profound and powerful vibrations.
SPIRAL NAUTILUS

It is now my pleasure to describe and explain three examples of tuning fork that I have created
and developed to utilize specifically for deep healing.

The DNA Phi Ratio Tuning Fork Set

DNA

The idea of these tuning forks, which vibrate to the ratio of 8:13, (eight to thirteen) came to me from
my inner voice that suggested I have two tuning forks created that resonated to this ratio. I didn’t know
what they would sound like, and at the time I wasn’t aware of Phi. When I struck them together and
brought them to my ears I became aware of two things: hearing what seemed to be the sound of angels’
singing; and the experiencing of a spiraling sensation. Both quite extraordinary and powerful. It was
only later that I became aware that this set of tuning forks came very close to manifesting the Phi Ratio
(also called “the Golden Ratio”). This mathematical ratio is found throughout nature and manifests as
the spiral—a shape that scientists and mystics have known to be one of the basic form of the universe.
It can be seen in everything from the microcosmic in our DNA to macrocosmic in our spiraled nebulas.
It is found in the shape of the cochlea of the inner ear and in the spirals of many Nautilus shells.

JONATHAN GOLDMAN, M.A.

is an international authority on sound healing and a
pioneer in the field of harmonics. He is author of numerous books including HEALING SOUNDS, THE
7 SECRETS OF SOUND HEALING, CHAKRA FREQUENCIES (co-authored with his wife Andi), THE
DIVINE NAME, winner of the 2011 Visionary Award for “Best Alternative Health Book” and his latest
(also co-authored with his wife Andi), THE HUMMING EFFECT. Jonathan is director of the Sound
Healers Association and president of Spirit Music, Inc. in Boulder, Colorado. A Grammy nominee, he
has created over 25 best-selling, award winning recordings including “THE DIVINE NAME” (with Gregg
Braden), “REIKI CHANTS”, “FREQUENCIES,”, “ASCENSION HARMONICS”, “CHAKRA CHANTS”,
and “MERKABA OF SOUND”. CHAKRA CHANTS” has been a double Visionary Award winner for
“Album of the Year” and “Best Healing/Meditation” Music and been honored in 2016 as the Visionary
Award for “Iconic Album”.
Jonathan is a lecturing member of the International Society for Music Medicine. He has dedicated his
life to the path of service, helping awaken and empower others with the ability of sound to heal and
transform. In Spring 2011, Jonathan was named as one of Watkins’ Mind Body Spirit magazine’s “100
Most Spiritually Influential Living People.” Also, in 2011, Jonathan was inducted into the Massage
Therapy’s Hall of Fame. He presents HEALING SOUNDS lectures, workshops and seminars worldwide.
Jonathan lives with his wife Andi in Boulder, Colorado and may be reached at: www.healingsounds.com.
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I worked with a number of people including medical doctors, physicians, medical intuitives and
psychics. They experienced many of the same effects such as balancing the left and right hemispheres of
the brain, and also the balancing of the chakras. I was also given the information by some of them that
the neuro-muscular system seemed to re-attune itself to the healthy proportions of the human body. In
addition, and most interesting, these tuning forks seemed to heighten evolution and allow new encodements
of light to manifest in our body and etheric fields, and possibly alter our DNA.
The most frequent response from people when they first hear these tuning forks is that they feel
like they are “home”. It has been wonderful to help bring peace and happiness to others through these
wonderful tuning forks.

The Gaia Matrix Brain Tuners
I was guided to create a set of tuning forks that was able to manifest the Schumann Resonance and
help attune our brainwaves to this frequency. The Schumann Resonance is a modulating frequency that
was first postulated by the German Scientist Otto Schumann in the 1950’s and later validated by other
scientists in the 1960’s. It is said to be the vibrational frequency of the electro-magnetic field between the
surface of the Earth and the inner edge of the ionosphere—I like to call this the aura of the Earth or the
frequency of the Gaia Matrix. While this frequency has always modulated to some degree, going up or
down, based upon variables such as solar winds, lightning and other phenomenon, it has always had as
a predominant fundamental base frequency of 7.83 Hz that is associated with the Schumann Resonance.
This is something that scientists from places as varied as MIT and UCLA agree upon.
I first learned about the Schumann Resonance in the early 1980’s while reading a wonderful book
called Stalking the Wild Pendulum, written by the pioneering visionary scientist Itzhak Bentov. Bentov
believed that when a person entered this 7.83 Hz. brainwave state during meditation, it was possible to
lock in resonance with the Earth’s frequency and resonate with the energies of our planet.
It has also been suggested by Robert O. Becker, MD, author of The Body Electric, a pioneering
researcher into the subtle electro-magnetic fields of the body, that this earth frequency was a “cosmic
carrier wave of information” and to which various psychics, healers, dowsers, etc. were entrained. He
found that this brainwave bandwidth of 7.83 Hz. makes subjects more open to a variety of information
sources, including those associated with paranormal phenomenon.
Since we cannot hear specific tones much below 20 Hz. it was necessary for me to use the
phenomenon of acoustics called binaural beat frequencies—this is the creation of a tone due to the
difference in frequency of two other sounds. With the Gaia Frequency Brain Tuners, I created two tuning
forks that were both harmonically related to the Schumann Resonance, and also slightly out of tune with
each other, so between them, they were able to generate the beat frequency of 7.83 Hz. By holding one to
each ear, it was possible for the predominant lobes of our brain to resonate to this extraordinary frequency.
Below is a picture of how both the DNA Phi Ratio and the Gaia Frequency Brain Tuner should be
used—with one tuning fork vibrating several inches away from each ear.

The Pineal Activator
This tuning fork I created is designed to
activate the pineal gland—what many mystics
believe is the “seat of the soul”. The pineal gland
is a small and relatively mysterious gland located
in the middle of the brain. Psychics and scientists
have long acknowledged its ability to enhance
health and longevity. Many scientists believe the
pineal gland releases neuro-chemicals that enhance
altered states of consciousness.
The pineal gland is understood to be a
light–sensitive clock affecting sleep, the sex glands,
and much more. It also produces melatonin,
which has health producing effects for high blood
pressure, insomnia, and much more. Melatonin
is also associated with the production of light, as
well as with the properties of bio-luminescence.
Thus, resonating the pineal gland with sound
has the potential of creating light—something
that numerous mystics have alluded to in many
different sacred texts and teachings.
The specific frequency of the Pineal Activator
is based upon discoveries by acoustic alchemist and
scientist, John Worrell Keely who lived in the late
1800’s. From my perspective, Keely was the sonic
equivalent of Nikola Tesla, the master of electricity.
I developed this tuning fork using a subharmonic
of a specific frequency that John Worrell Keely
discovered.
I have received wonderful response from
people who have utilized this tuning fork, reporting
that it does indeed activate the pineal and help
bring health and higher consciousness to those
who experience it.

A Final Word
The importance of intention cannot be
understated in the use of tuning forks. In my
first book, “Healing Sounds”, I created a formula
which I continue to stress: “Frequency + Intent
= Healing”. Intent is the consciousness that we
project onto the sound that we create or receive. I
perceive that there is a field of energy being created
when utilizing tuning forks that will manifest
our intentions. I believe that indeed our intent
(visualization, feeling or whatever you want to call
it) truly affects the outcome of the extraordinary
sounds that the tuning forks create. Once again,
when utilizing tuning forks for healing please
remember: “Frequency + Intent = Healing”. This
awareness will amplify the healing power of any
tuning fork that you use!

T U N I N G F O R K D EM ONS T RAT ION
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By Lynn Araujo

The year 2018 marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of U.S. Games Systems, Inc. and the 140th

anniversary of the birth of Pamela Colman Smith, the artist who designed the Rider-Waite Tarot deck. The legacy
of Pamela Colman Smith, known affectionately as “Pixie,” and the history of U.S. Games Systems are inextricably
linked. After discovering a pack of Swiss 1JJ Tarot cards at a toy tradeshow in Germany, Stuart Kaplan bought the
rights to publish that tarot deck and established U.S. Games Systems in 1968.

At the time there were no tarot decks or books available in America so
Kaplan wrote Tarot Cards for Fun and Fortune Telling, which is still in print
today. Two years after launching U.S. Games Systems, Kaplan acquired
the rights to publish the Rider-Waite Tarot, making it widely available for
the first time in North America. When Pixie painted the colorful deck in
1909 with full pictorial scenes throughout the Minor Arcana, the deck had
seemed revolutionary. Over the decades of being published by U.S. Games,
the Rider-Waite has become the most beloved and iconic tarot deck in the
world. Hundreds of other tarot decks created since are modeled on the
structure and symbolism established by the Rider-Waite deck.
Kaplan’s interest in Pamela Colman Smith goes well beyond her tarot art.
He has collected many of her original paintings and drawings, as well as
her entire collection of Broad Sheets and Green Sheaf literary publications
that Pamela edited and produced with Jack Yeats. Kaplan has archived her
books, letters, Visitors book, and numerous personal documents. He always
felt that if not for her tarot deck, she would have remained relatively obscure
to most people. He made it his personal mission to find out as much about
Pixie as he could, document her life, and to share that information with others so they could also appreciate her contributions beyond her tarot deck.

Stuart Kaplan with Swiss 1JJ Tarot cards and Tarot
Cards for Fun and Fortune Telling book

Broad Sheet “Gates of Dreamland”

In 2009 U.S. Games Systems published the Pamela Colman Smith Commemorative Set, marking the 100-year
anniversary of the 1909 creation of
the original Rider-Waite deck. The set
also includes a book with a brief biography of Pamela Colman Smith and
over 100 examples of her non-tarot
art. To honor Smith’s contribution to
the tarot world, the classic deck was
published with her original colors
and was renamed the Smith-Waite
Tarot deck.
PAMELA COLMAN SMITH
COMMEMORATIVE SET
by Pamela Colman Smith
Publisher: U.S. Games Systems,Inc
$36.95, ISBN13:9781572816398
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Even after publishing the Commemorative Set and the various versions of the Smith-Waite decks, which have been big successes, Stuart
Kaplan felt there was still so much of Pamela Colman Smith’s life and
works that remained unknown to many people. For this reason Kaplan
reached out to three other expert historians and tarot researchers to
collaborate on a book that presents the complete story of Pamela
Colman Smith’s life as an artist, folklorist, poet, publisher, suffragette,
illustrator, stage and costume designer and storyteller.

Pamela Colman Smith’s was an artist, folklorist,
poet, publisher, suffragette, illustrator, stage and
costume designer and storyteller.

The result is Pamela Colman Smith: The Untold Story, which brings
together the work of four distinguished scholars who have devoted
years of research to uncover the life and artistic accomplishments of
Pamela Colman Smith. This collaborative work presents a richly illustrated biography of Pamela’s fascinating life. She lived in Jamaica,
New York, and England and traveled throughout Europe designing
theater costumes for some of the most famous actors of the day. She
specialized in the art of synesthetic paintings that were based upon
the visual images she saw in classical music. In 1907, she was the
first non-photographic artist to be exhibited by Alfred Stieglitz at his
Photo-Secession Gallery.

In this ambitious book, Stuart
Kaplan provides a chronological
visual survey of Pamela’s art, illustrations, publications, folktales and poetry. It
also presents essays on the people and events that influenced her work. Tarot
researcher Mary Greer explores Pamela’s lasting legacy in the world of tarot
and popular culture. She notes the numerous instances tarot references occur
in cinema, television and literature.
The 440-page volume includes over 400 color images of Pamela’s non-tarot art
from the private collection of Stuart R. Kaplan, with additional rare archival
materials from several leading museums and libraries. The extensive bibliography
details all of Pamela Colman Smith’s published works, and also includes reviews
and articles related to her work and its impact on the world of tarot, theater, arts
and culture. Pamela Colman Smith: The Untold Story is the most comprehensive
and exhaustive collection of works by
and about Pamela Colman Smith published to date.
Pamela Colman Smith: The Untold Story
will be available in June 2018.

Catch Me 1904

“Catch Me”, original watercolor painting by
Pamela Colman Smith, circa 1904, painted
to Schumann’s Opus 10, No. 4

U.S. Games Systems and Tarot and Inspiration

PAMELA COLMAN SMITH:
The Untold Story
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by: Stuart R Kaplan & others
Publisher: U.S. Games Systems,Inc
$45.00, ISBN13:9781572819122

U.S. Games Systems, Inc. is celebrating its 50th Year Anniversary as the premier
publisher of tarot, divination, oracle and inspirational decks. Rider-Waite®
and Crowley Thoth continue to be among the most popular tarot decks in the
world. Modern interpretations of these classic decks include the award-winning
Chrysalis Tarot, Sun and Moon Tarot, Dreaming Way Tarot, Deviant Moon
Tarot, Wonderland Tarot, Motherpeace Tarot, Zillich Tarot and Paulina Cassidy’s
new Spiritsong Tarot. Classic decks include Cary-Yale Visconti and the ViscontiSforza Tarot. Inspirational decks include Secrets of the Mystic Grove, Botanical
Inspirations, Mudras, and Oracle of Mystical Moments. Yoga Cats, Yoga Dogs,
and Joyful Inspirations are just a few of our light-hearted offerings. From the
whimsical to the elegant, U.S. Games Systems’ divination and inspiration decks
showcase a wealth of creative talent.
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THE GREAT SHIFT:
From Separation to Unity
By Marc Gregory & Cher Gilmore

T

oday we see everywhere fragmentation in human thinking, alliances, and actions—
splits that are causing chaotic conditions at all levels, from personal and local to
national and global, in every field of endeavor. The good news is that this chaos
is only a temporary condition resulting from three extraordinary happenings now
taking place: an evolutionary leap we’re preparing to make in human consciousness,
new energies entering the planet and stimulating that leap, and the presence in our
midst of the World Teacher and his group, the Masters of Wisdom.
These three happenings are intricately woven together and will ultimately result in the
creation of a new civilization of peace, security, justice, and material sufficiency for every
person on the planet. In the meantime, however, we would do well to understand the
fundamental reasons for our current crises and how we can resolve them.
Most of humanity’s pressing problems stem from the fact that we fail to grasp the
binding unity underlying all our diversity. We consequently identify with just about
everything—our position in life, our religious and/or political beliefs, our economic
status, our country, our family, our racial background, our desires and dreams—
everything but that basic, essential unity. Thus, our misplaced alliances to these notions
often deny us any real understanding that we are all truly one.

UNITY IN DIVERSITY:
The Way Ahead For Humanity
by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International Foundation
$14.00, ISBN13: 9789071484988

Our lack of understanding of this overall unity has led humanity to the precipice
of disaster. Politically, governments the world over struggle to find consensus on
basic issues of human rights, justice and tolerance, so great is the present atmosphere
of distrust and division. Belligerence and posturing take the place of negotiation
and diplomacy, as many governments—none more than that of the United States—
seek dominance rather than cooperation, control rather than peaceful co-existence.
Consider, for instance, U.S.-North Korean communications regarding North Korea’s
nuclear weapons program.

Socially, deep divisions along racial, ethnic and religious lines continually threaten to
break into hostility and even all-out war. The ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict is a
case in point. Racism, ethnic intolerance and long-held tribal hatreds bedevil attempts
at mutual understanding and reconciliation. Even within nations themselves, some groups, usually small but disproportionately
powerful economically, hold others in the tight grip of oppression and subjugation.
Take, for example, the minority group of Rohingya people in Myanmar, who are fleeing
state persecution in large numbers; or the tiny group of obscenely wealthy people who
"Our lack of
are buying influence, perverting legal systems and subverting fair and transparent
understanding of
election processes in the United States.
Economically, we have reached a point where, according to Oxfam International,
fewer than 10 people in the world have a collective net worth greater than that of
the bottom half of the world’s population. Bluntly put, 6-8 people have more money
than three and a half billion. And so, the attendant discrepancies in living standards
between the wealthy and the poor, between rich nations and developing ones, continue
all but unabated. In a world with a ten percent per capita surplus of food and resources,
21,000-24,000 people1, many of them children, die daily due to malnutrition and
related causes. Hundreds of millions struggle to make ends meet in conditions of
1. Statistic from worldhunger.org
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substandard housing, infrastructures, wages and living conditions. More than two
billion people on the planet must make do on two dollars a day or less.
Environmentally, the world’s prevalent economic model of consumption, competition,
and economic growth at all costs has brought us to the brink of ecological catastrophe.
The continuous burning of fossil fuels to satisfy our needs for energy, coupled with
the indiscriminate clear-cutting of the world’s rainforests—all done for short-term
financial profit—have demonstrably heated up the environment. The effects of global
warming, from hurricanes and floods of unprecedented magnitude to wildfires of
unprecedented scale and destructiveness, take their toll yearly in terms of human lives,
displacement of populations, loss of infrastructure and other essential frameworks for
existence.
At a causal level, none of this calamity would be necessary or even possible if humanity
truly understood that we are one—that, in the words of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”

Maitreya embodies the energy of
love and brings it to the planet in potencies
beyond our comprehension…"
The truth of our oneness is borne out by recent discoveries in quantum physics. Every
atom in Cosmos is connected to every other atom, and there is, neither philosophically
nor palpably, any separation. This view is substantiated as well by the essence of all the
great religious and spiritual teachings of the world, and by the words and the actions
of all the great sages who have come down through the ages to guide and instruct us.
All are One. All is One.

that we can intelligently choose the kind
of future we want. In biblical terms, it is
the ‘Sword of Cleavage,’ setting brother
against brother.
When Maitreya is invited, as expected, to
speak to the world through a worldwide
satellite hookup, he will explain clearly
the two choices before us: to continue
with business as usual and ultimately
end all life on the planet, or to share the
world’s food and resources more equitably
so that everyone is guaranteed the basic
necessities of life. If we choose sharing,
he promises we will create a brilliant
civilization the likes of which has never
been seen on the planet. He has said that
he knows our hearts, and therefore knows
what our choice will be, but nevertheless
we must make the choice consciously.
Stimulated and inspired by the new
energies flooding into the planet and the
presence of Maitreya and the Masters of
Wisdom, we will make a gigantic leap
in consciousness. Many individuals have
already done so, but after Maitreya’s
worldwide telecast, the masses of
humanity will know themselves as divine
for the first time and a monumental shift
will take place. The presence of these
great souls is the guarantee that, despite

So what keeps us from experiencing this oneness? A prime factor is that we’ve been
living under the influence of Piscean energies for the past approximately two thousand
years, which are characterized by individuality and devotion to one’s own ideals—with
little consideration for others’ ideals and beliefs. Now Earth’s orbit is moving closer
to the constellation Aquarius, whose energies stimulate brotherhood, cooperation,
and synthesis. As the waxing energies of Aquarius overlap the waning energies of
Pisces, conflict often results between those aligned with Piscean and those aligned
with Aquarian structures and processes. That divide is strikingly evident in the U.S.
Congress. As we proceed closer to Aquarius—that is, further into the Aquarian
Age—we will see greater cooperation and more conciliatory attitudes in that body as
well as society in general.
A second major factor affecting our experienced reality is the entrance into our world
of a group of incorruptible Teachers, unparalleled in their enlightenment and wisdom,
unequalled in their ability to love and to serve. They are the Masters of Wisdom.
At their head stands a being of extraordinary spiritual potency and understanding:
Maitreya, the World Teacher for the Aquarian Age. These Masters are the custodians
of the divine plan for our planet, a plan that embodies the sweep and the force of
evolution itself. They have come at this time to guide us safely into the future.
Maitreya embodies the energy of love and brings it to the planet in potencies beyond our
comprehension, and his energy is further amplified by two great spiritual beings known
as the Avatar of Synthesis and the Spirit of Peace and Equilibrium. The effect of these
powerful cosmic energies on humanity is to amplify whatever tendencies characterize
an individual; both negative and positive traits are equally stimulated. This, explains
Maitreya, is to put before humanity two opposing lines of action, clearly delineated, so

A MASTER SPEAKS, VOL. 2
edited by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International
Foundation
$16.00, ISBN13: 9789491732119
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the outward conflict and disharmony,
humanity has before it a future of lasting
peace, harmony and universal brother and
sisterhood—if we choose it and work
together to implement new structures.
The fact is, we have been preparing for the
coming time of unity for a very long time.
Beneath our conscious awareness and
inspired on inner planes by the Masters,
three experiments in identitybuilding have been taking place—
studies in how diverse groups of
people might come together in
a cohesive whole. In the United
Kingdom, groups representing
many parts of the Commonwealth
of Nations—53 diverse and wideranging countries—live closely
side by side. While they strongly
maintain their national identities,
they live together in relative peace.
In contrast, the United States
has welcomed representatives
of many European and other
countries who migrated here,
mixed together, intermarried, and
ultimately produced something
entirely unique: an American. The
third experiment, the old U.S.S.R.,
represents unity in diversity on a
larger scale. Its now independent
states are separate, but part of a vast
federation.
While in a broad sense these
experiments seem to be going
rather well, our handling of
the three great political ideologies—
democracy, communism, and fascism—is
more problematic. According to British
author Benjamin Creme, these ideologies
represent humanity’s distorted attempts
to express the three aspects of God: love,
wisdom, and will. Ideally, democracy
would reflect the love nature of God,
communism divine wisdom, and fascism
the will of God. Gradually, each ideology
will evolve into a better reflection of the
divine idea and the three will coexist in
harmony. Today, however, followers of
each form are convinced that their system
is the only viable one and are prepared to
plunge the world into a nuclear war to
defend it.

As if responding to this dilemma, one of
the Masters dictated the following words
of encouragement to Mr. Creme for Share
International magazine, and they were
later published in Volume Two of his
book A Master Speaks:
“Fortunately for man2, he is never left
without help when it is needed. However
difficult the circumstances, however great

and better way exists for men to organize
their lives; that unity and happiness come
from justice and freedom; that sharing is
the natural action of unity and the simple
answer to all man’s woes.”
Sharing, then, must be the bottom
line for the immediate future in all our
endeavors. Another message from that
same Master, quoted in Mr. Creme’s book
Unity in Diversity: The Way Ahead
for Humanity, puts it in eloquent
terms:
“The answer therefore is simple:
the implementation of the principle
of sharing provides the solution to
the divisions in our planetary life.
Nothing less will do. Sharing is
divine, part of God’s plan for his
children, and must one day become
manifest.

BENJAMIN CREME (1922 - 2016)
Artist, Author, Editor &
Student of Esoteric Philosophy

and grave the dangers which he faces, of
one thing he can be sure: he will never be
abandoned by his Elder Brothers. Time
after time in men’s long history, when
all seemed lost and the future of man
perilously unsure, our succour has been
forthcoming and the forward path of men
restored once more. So it is today at this
tumultuous time when men stand in a
maelstrom of warring forces, unsure of
the next step and all but overwhelmed by
the enormity of the task ahead.
“Emerging from our ancient retreats,
we redirect our thoughts and steps to
aid our struggling brothers. To show, by
example, that all is not lost, that another

“And when men share, the divisions
will grow together, the separations
will be healed; and through the
three major political structures the
Love, the Will and the Intelligence
of God will find a truer reflection.
A true Democracy in which all
men participate will take the place
of the present sham. A new spirit of
freedom will invest the Communist
ideal with warmth and love. A truly
spiritual hierarchy embodying the
beneficent Will of God will one day
replace the present authoritarian
regimes.
“Thus will it be. Thus will the outer forms
reflect the inner divine life and purpose
and so present to men new modes of
expression and relationship through
which their growing sense of the nature
of God can be realized.

“All awaits the
acceptance of sharing
– the key to justice and
peace.”

2. All references to 'man' and 'men' are used here in the generic, referring to both men and women.
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SoulCards Inspire a New Generation
Deborah Koff-Chapin

“I was shocked to find SoulCards were created in the 90’s!

The art is timeless,seeming to spring forth from the void of
eternal knowing, truth, and love. I’m completely smitten.“

I

n reaching out to SoulCards users online as I prepared to write this article, I received the above comment. I thought to
myself - she was talking as though the nineties was another era - I must be getting old! I responded to her - You were
shocked that they were created in the 90’s - meaning that seems like a long time ago?

Her reply: “Deborah, I was shocked because I have other decks created in the 90’s and they have a dated feel. When I finally
learned about SoulCards, I thought it was a new deck hitting the oracle/tarot community. Which made me realize your
art style is timeless. I think it’s because you paint from your soul and don’t worry about what is trendy or popular at the
moment.”
I have to admit, this is true. I didn’t set out to create an oracle deck. I just created images – thousands of images. SoulCards
are a vessel through which some of them became an intimate part of many lives. When I published them independently in
1995, I really stepped out on a limb. A friend had been using photographs of my work in his intuitive readings. He said they
opened a door to his inner knowing, bypassing his usual mental framework when using Tarot. The images catalyzed direct,
deep insight. He was so excited. He kept telling me “You have to do the deck – it doesn’t matter what you call it – just do the
deck!” Though I felt some resistance, I also sensed something energizing this idea. It empowered me to dive into the process
of publishing. I looked through hundreds of images, selecting 60 that covered a full spectrum of human feeling. I wrote the
simple guidebook, found a printer, borrowed money and ordered 15,000 decks – which was actually a crazy thing to do. I
marketed to the network of ‘New Age’ bookstores and found a few wholesale suppliers, including New Leaf. (publisher of
this magazine, Evolve) The first printing sold out in one year!
Most of my wholesalers went out of business over the years, but New Leaf is still thriving and still selling SoulCards. Sales
quieted down but were steady after their successful release. I just let SoulCards live their life through word of mouth. Over
80,000 decks have found their way into peoples hands and hearts around the world. Recently, sales having been picking up
again without any effort on my part. In exploring social media, I discovered a world of wise, creative people posting about
SoulCards – in aesthetic arrangements on Instagram, and offering readings and reflections on Youtube.
SoulCards are finding a new generation of enthusiastic users. Though they love their social media, the physical deck, shuffled
and held in their hands, is as essential as ever. I am now connecting with many of these wonderful people, and even opened
a SoulCards user group on Facebook. You are welcome to join us there! I am touched and honored to share reflections from
some of this new generation of passionate SoulCards users.

Erica Franks Van Orden

Finding SoulCards on Instagram and
Using Them to Write My Own Life Story
Friends of mine, who go by @AceofTarot and @SoulfulOwlTarot on Instagram,
co-created #soulcardsunday. This put SoulCards on my radar. I collect tarot
and oracle decks but I have never been so drawn to a deck(s). SoulCards
move me on a soul level. I use them when I want to self evaluate, do shadow
work, and journal. I use them to communicate with my guides when I need
guidance. I love that there are no meanings or key words attached to these
cards. This really allows me to expand my intuition and take time to meditate
and reflect on the emotions that arise when using the cards. I believe our
reality is created through imagination, and SoulCards are powerful tools that
help me write my own life story.
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Photo Credit: Instagram © User–@SoulfulOwlTarot

Giuliana Maria Ramirez

Finding a New Story with a Familiar Card
I was first introduced to these creations through a YouTuber and strong
voice in the card reading community, Avalon Cameron. She is quite vocal
about how much she loves these cards. She always uses a SoulCard to open
her readings. This sets the theme and evokes a message from your energy.
I was fortunate enough to have received a reading from her several years
ago. Once I caught a glimpse, I knew I had to have them. I was thoroughly
inspired and felt a tug at my imagination and the voice of my own soul
through Deborah’s imagery. I write and keep a daily journal. Even though, I,
too, give readings, from time to time, this is where my use of the SoulCards
comes into play. I pull a random card for a journal prompt or select one with
intention, to focus and inspire and further draw out the words.

SOULCARDS

$24.95, ISBN13: 9780964562301

SOULCARDS 2

$24.95, ISBN13: 9780964562356

I also use Soul Cards to help elaborate on my dream fragments. SoulCards are
by Deborah Koff-Chapin
perfect for this kind of work because they feel dreamlike, ethereal, yet earthy
Publisher: Center for Touch Drawing
and anchored. Soul Cards also inspired me to begin implementing more artwork
into my daily journal writing. I always loved art as a teenager, but let it fall to the wayside. I am so glad I picked it back up.
I have suffered my own intense moments in life; tragedies surrounding family violence, difficult labor and birth of my son,
toxic relationships and a spirit-depleting career path. SoulCards has been instrumental in helping me confront poor body
image and meet my inner child. They have allowed me to open my heart to my own creativity without judgment. This
gives me great joy. I feel comforted by these cards, while simultaneously experiencing challenge. It’s wonderful to find a
new story, especially your own myths, evolving with each new visit with a familiar card.

Avalon Cameron

SoulCards Tap Into That Beautiful Ancient Part of Who We Are
I like to get to know, relish and experience my spiritual tools. When I had my first look through SoulCards I was immediately
taken. They are the type of art that I could lose myself in, that my eyes might not recognize immediately, but that my soul
does. When I noticed the lack of keywords or written descriptions in the humble guidebook, I was overcome with a sense
of liberation. There was nothing to influence me aside from the artwork itself.
I have had a lot of time to play with SoulCards 1&2. Both decks are proud staples in my rather vast collection of cards. Each
of my readings begins with one or more SoulCards. They set the tone, tap into the crux of the matter, and give an insightful
overview into the situation.
For some, connection to intuitive faculties has been marred
through life experience. SoulCards are incredible medicine
for these types of individuals who have experienced
such a disconnect. Healthy connection to our intuitive
faculties is imperative to living a balanced life, a life
where we feel connected, aware, mindful.
SoulCards unleash the muse and connect with
the priestess within. They help to step into
the archetype of Seer, thus drawing forth vast
wisdom. SoulCards assist in tapping into that
beautiful ancient part of who we are - the wild and
unbridled part, our raw creative centre. SoulCards
are a beautiful tool for fostering intuition, the healthy
growth of our inner landscapes and a natural reliance
on our own unique wisdom.

Alison J Adamson

Dance and Soul-Spirit Dolls Inspired by SoulCards
I pick a card and sit with it a while, connecting to it before I move. This card
spoke to me of pain and despair - not only personal loss but also what is
happening to the animal and human kingdoms on this earth. As I entered the
dance, I let go of all my thoughts, while keeping the intention to use this card
as a doorway. My dance showed me many things from colours, to words, to
images. I then went for a walk on our land and asked spirit to gift me with a
piece of wood to start my spirit doll. In the mud was a tiny piece of our big
old ash tree, which had fallen the year before. I knew this connected with the
“death” aspect of my spirit doll. Where there is death there is life; endings bring
new beginnings. Whilst creating her, I was reminded of the importance of what
happens between these two stages; the importance of being fully present,
of being the best we possibly can be, of loving holding space for each other
without judgment. In a world that can feel shrouded in darkness, I found hope…
she is that “Glimmer of Hope”.

Joyce St. Germaine, Shamanic Practitioner, Teacher,
Intuitive Reader, Spiritual Counselor

SoulCards Invite Intuition to Blossom
I use SoulCards in my Psychic/Spiritual Development Study Groups. Participants
range from ages 20’s-60’s. I was inspired to introduce the SoulCards because
my students seemed hesitant to practice intuitive readings without visual aids.
As an artist and retired art teacher, I know the power of visual communication.
So, using what I have learned through my spiritual studies, I applied what I
knew about colors, chakras, and placement to the cards. SoulCards 1 is used
to gather information about a person’s core self. Soul Cards 2 is used to
gather information about a person
in relationship to the world around
them...romantic, business, family,
etc… Encouraging careful observations
of the artwork, I invited students to
notice details such as whether the
eyes are open or closed. The tilt of a
head provides clues about where the
person is placing their attention...past,
present, future and whether they focus
more on spiritual or physical issues.
Hand positions and poses give clues to
intentions such as surrendering, offering,
receiving. Feminine and masculine
traits are inferred by left and right sides
of the body and chakra information
is translated by color and placement.
I sometimes incorporate Shamanic
symbolism. Working in partnership
with these cards, students seemed
more confident to invite their intuition
to blossom. It seems natural to apply
sacred teachings to these extraordinary,
beautiful, expressive images!
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The SoulCards are
a precious tool of
spiritual integration.
They stir the spiritual
imagination, encourage
trust in the soul’s deep
knowing, invoke the
wild heart. I use them
as contemplation pieces
for my altar, they serve
as inspiration in group
work and sessions with
clients, and offer intimate
glimpses of guidance
from the Invisible.
Deborah’s gorgeous and
intuitive images shake
us out of ordinary ways
of seeing and meaning
making, initiating us into
sacred vision, nonlinear
interpretation, and
opening the eyes of Love.
- VERA DE CHALAMBERT
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YOUR GUIDE TO FOREST BATHING:
Expe ri e n ce Th e H e a l i n g P o we r o f N a t u r e
by M. Amos. Clifford

T ake a moment right now to remember a tree that was in some way important to you early

in your life. Maybe you walked by a ginkgo on the way to school and for one week each autumn it lit the breeze
with golden leaves. Or perhaps there was a huge maple hidden away in the woods near your home—a tree that
you felt only you knew about. Maybe you’d go there anytime you really needed to be alone. It doesn’t matter
if you cannot recall (or never knew) the name of the species. What matters is the connection you had with that
particular tree—the felt sense that is a part of being in relationship. What was your relationship with that tree?
As your tree emerges from the landscapes of your memory, what details do you recall?
How old were you at the time? When did you first see the tree? What were the circumstances? How did you
interact with the tree? Did you climb it, shelter under its limbs, build a fort in it, harvest its fruits?
What do you recall of the tree itself ? Picture its size; the feel of its bark, leaves or needles; how it changed through
the seasons. It could be, that only now, as you get in touch with the memory of that tree, are you beginning to
see new dimensions of the place it held in your life. Filling in the details of your first encounter with a tree, let
the memory take the shape of whatever magic your imagination offers.
Trees touch our lives, often in ways that are so gentle and so much “of the moment” that we may not even notice
the connection until, in a moment of later reflection, there comes over us an awareness of the fullness of their
offering. It is when we look back that we realize the abundance of their gifts. This is the slow, patient nature
of trees. When we spend quiet time in the woods, or in a park, or even our yard, our inner trees—the ones we
remember as friends from long ago—are there as well. The stirring in our core, the simple glory of the present
moment that is rooted in the ecologies of our memory—this is at the heart of forest bathing.
All over the world people are taking up forest bathing to reconnect to nature and to find relief from the everyday
stresses of life. They are receiving many benefits and blessings. My belief is that the desire to be in forests and
seek solace and healing among the trees is deeply encoded in the human psyche; it’s in our DNA.
Our species evolved among the trees and in the savanna environments where forests and grasslands
meet. Long ago, our bodies learned to benefit from breathing in the exhalations of the trees, that
rich mix of freshly minted oxygen and other aerosols that benefit our moods, our hearts, our mental
capacities, our immune systems, and more.
The relationship has always been reciprocal: we exhale the carbon dioxide that the trees breathe in.
Our forebears learned to tend the trees, to prune them, to periodically burn away the understory of
plants before the fuel load endangered the forest. When societies forget how to tend the trees, they
start to remove forests, and inevitably deserts appear, springs run dry, weather patterns change. These
are the times we are in. Somehow, as a species, most of us no longer know trees as our relations and
view them instead as crops to harvest in service of purely human aims.
This is one of the reasons why forest bathing is important for our times. The trees need us now. They
call us back into the groves of their congregation with offerings of healing. And we come to them
precisely because we remember in our DNA the power and beauty and generosity of the trees. We
deeply intuit that it is our birthright to recall their songs.

YOUR GUIDE TO FOREST
BATHING: Experience the
Healing Power of Nature
by M. Amos Clifford
Publisher: Conari Press
$14.95, ISBN13: 9781573247382

In the practice of forest bathing we immerse our senses in the special qualities of the fluid, oceanic
ambience of the woodlands. We walk slowly so we can focus our senses on the myriad ways the living
forest surrounds and touches us. Feel the breeze on your skin; hear the gurgling voices of the brook and
the calls of birds; see the movement of trees in the wind. By giving attention to your senses, you turn
down the volume on the cacophony of inner thoughts. Your senses bring you into the present moment,
where you can take in all the forest has to offer, welcoming it, letting it settle inside you. When the
forest is allowed its place within you, it supports your body’s natural capacity for wellness and healing.
Forest bathing is not the same thing as hiking. The destination in forest bathing is “here” not “there.” The pace is
slow. The focus is on connection and relationship. Sometimes when I tell others about forest bathing, they will
say, “I have done that my whole life.” Maybe—but probably not. Most of us have never learned the art of stillness
in nature. There are exceptions: a fly-fisher, for example, learns over many long seasons of practice how to fully

tune in to the sounds of the water, the way the
sun glints from its surface, the daily and monthly
shifting of insect populations and the fish who
feed on them. Standing still in the riffles, gauging
the currents of air, feeling into the fish and their
ways, and casting the line—that slow, sensory feast,
in which fishing itself is sometimes forgotten, is
akin to forest bathing.
To bathe in the forest is to be immersed in a grace
that permeates the world, to feel an immanent
power and beauty that is everywhere, whispering.
It is our human heritage as members of the earth
community to not just hear these whispers, but
to join our own voices to them. If we learn this,
perhaps we can begin to undo some of the damage
our species has done and find new ways of tending
to the wellness of the vast and wild world.
Going to nature for healing has a long tradition
in many, if not most, cultures. Indeed, until recent
industrial times all medicine came from nature in
the form of herbs, roots, ritual, and relationships
with other beings. Virtually every preindustrial indigenous people had traditions, ceremonies, and
rituals, as well as medical techniques, bound to
nature and reliant upon it for healing. Many of
these were, and still are, forest-based. Where you
find traditional peoples and forests in the same
place, there will be forest healing practices.
For some people, forest bathing is simply an enjoyable and relaxing way to spend a day out in nature.
There’s really no need to make more of it than this.
But it can be surprisingly difficult to relax.
Think of the advertisements for vacation getaways
with images suggesting long hours in beachfront
hammocks. They may be alluring, but not many
of us could stand it for long; the compulsion to
get up and do something would soon lift us out of
the hammock in a restless search for stimulation.
Forest bathing can help us learn to relax. Of course,
the paradox is that relaxation implies an absence
of goals, so as soon as we set relaxation as a goal
we’re on tricky ground. We can be trapped by our
internalized “adultisms” that value the structuring
of our time we have learned as grown-ups over
the free play of children. We fear “wasting time.”
Forest bathing gives us the opportunity to leave
such preconceptions behind. Applying them neither to our children or ourselves, we can just let
the moment be what it is. There is no need to rush.
There is no need “make good use of time.” There
is nothing to accomplish. Simply let the moment
be what it is. And take care not to turn “letting it
be” into an accomplishment in itself, just another
“something” to chase after.

PICTURED: M. AMOS CLIFFORD

“People protect what they love,” said Jacques-Yves
Cousteau. Through forest bathing I have fallen in
love with the forest. I want others to feel this way
too. We can’t engender this emotion by imparting facts only. We need to slow down, listen, and
receive the forest’s nuanced symphony of sensory
offerings. Then our hearts can be touched—we
fall in love.
Forest bathing is part of an emerging movement to
build a global network of lovers of the land. Forests
teach us to think differently about the more-thanhuman world, so we can relate to our shared earth
in a fundamentally differently way. The dominant
mythology of industrial cultures is that humans—
and humans alone—possess sentience, the ability
to feel and perceive subjectively. We inherit from
this culture an image of the natural world as “lessthan-human.” We see it as separate from us. It
becomes a collection of objects to exploit for solely
human ends, as if the land and its many species
have no right to existence for their own being.
Almost all indigenous cultures knew at least some
nonhumans as sentient, possessed of awareness
and capable of intentional action on their own
behalf and to benefit others and having their own
form of individuality and personhood. This view
extended beyond animals and plants to include
rivers, stones, and mountains. Their forms of sentience are seen as quite different from ours, but
nevertheless essential to the fullness of the fabric
of life. When our blinders are shed, our view of the
world and our place in it shifts. Our new perspective makes us capable of developing relationships
that are deeply meaningful and supportive.

"To bathe in the forest is to be immersed in a grace
that permeates the world, to feel an immanent power
and beauty that is everywhere, whispering."

For some forest bathers, the practice becomes
an invitation to experience the consciousness
of the more-than-human world. It is a powerful, beautiful, and radical form of activism. It is
radical because it returns us to our roots through
a “re-membering” of who we are. Then our actions
become imbued with power and beauty, as our lives
are increasingly informed by our growing networks
of relatedness.
As a species we have grown increasingly disconnected from the world that sustains us. Many of us
never feel the joy of holding a handful of fresh dirt
and reveling in its texture and smell. Our disconnect may be so established that we are averse to
the idea of coming into contact with “filthy dirt.”
It’s a bit tragic, really. The world would be a barren place without dirt and rain and bacteria and
insects. These relatives of ours have made our lives
possible.
This disconnection from nature also alienates us
from ourselves. When our lives are insulated from
the elements and from natural cycles, we become
anesthetized, deadened to our senses and find it
increasingly difficult to connect to the sensual processes that allow us to feel joy, delight, and surprise.
Our life force is diminished.
Yet an antidote is as near as the closest natural
place. Forest bathing is a reliable way to reawaken
our senses. The forest is itself the therapist, restoring our innate capacities when we slow down and
give it our attention. It knows what healing we
need and how to deliver just the right intervention. The necessary image, the fitting experience,
the piercing insight, in the right dose that matches
what we are ready to receive: this is what the forest
delivers. The methods of forest bathing open the
doors of connection so that we can fully receive
the healing the forest offers.
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New & Bestselling Products from Lotus Press
Journey of Healing: One Woman’s Path To
Healing Self and Others
by Kathy Gruver
ISBN: 9780940676473 • $16.95 • 224 pgs

“Kathy Gruver’s book is so engaging, I could not
put it down. It is personally and professionally
mesmerizing - an invitation to anyone seeking
freedom of the human spirit to soar, stretch and
heal… I could not stop learning from her or stop
reading such engaging personal stories. This
work is for anyone, lay and professional alike “
- Jean Watson, PhD, RN, AHN-BC,
FAAN Founder/ Director Watson Caring Science
Institute, Distinguished Professor and Dean Emerita,
University of Colorado, Denver

The Original Reiki Handbook of
Dr. Mikao Usui: The Traditional Usui
Reiki Ryoho Treatment…
by Mikao Usui & Frank Petter
ISBN: 9780914955573 • $14.95 • 80 pgs

Dr. Mikao Usui developed the Reiki System and
founded the original Japanese Usui Reiki Ryoho
Gakkai organization. This valuable reference
work shows you the original hand positions of Dr.
Usui’s Reiki Handbook for a great variety of health
complaints, in detail, with 100 photographs. Whether
you are an initiate or a master, if you practice Reiki
you can expand your knowledge dramatically as you
follow in the footsteps of a great healer.

Reiki - Light Touch
by Merlin’s Magic
UPC: 079565070223 • $17.95 • 60 min.

Sixty minutes of beautiful, serenely blissful
instrumental music for healing and
happiness, this recording was specifically
composed and arranged by Andreas Mock
of Merlin’s Magic to be played during Reiki
treatments, but its soothing sounds are
also wonderful for many other forms of
bodywork, energy balancing, meditation
or relaxation. Enjoy the lovely sounds of acoustic guitar, piano, keyboards, violin,
viola and deeply resonant Tibetan bells when you want to feel wonderful.

Sri Aurobindo on The Adventure
of Consciousness
by Satprem & Luc Venet (Translator)
ISBN: 9780938710042 • $17.95 • 336 pgs

In this new edition of the now classic “Adventure
of Consciousness,” Satprem takes us along with
him in a thorough and methodical exploration of
Sri Aurobindo’s yoga, and we soon find that our
guide has an amazing ability to make the most
intricate concept simple and obvious. With him,
we understand the virtues of mental silence, learn
about the invisible gradations of consciousness
above the mind, decipher the many beings and
forces that inhabit us.
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Nature’s Alchemy Essential Oils
Lavender
UPC: 079565003177 • $11.85 • 1 ct. (.5 oz.)
Peppermint
UPC: 079565003252 • $8.25 • 1 ct. (.5 oz.)

Our #1 One Best Seller!

Experience the purity and quality of these 100%
pure Nature’s Alchemy Essential Oils, which combine
ancient wisdom and modern science to delight
the senses. Suggested uses: body care, crafts,
environmental fragrance, inhalation/facial steam,
insect repellent, massage, and personal fragrance.

A Practical Approach To The Science of
Ayurveda: A Comprehensive Guide For
Healthy Living
by Acharya Balkrishna
ISBN: 9780940676312 • $18.95 • 326 pgs

“This book helps the reader to easily understand
the basic constitution of the body, ailments
in the body and their eradication. The basic
principles of Ayurveda have been illustrated in
a lively manner for the first time… For the basic
knowledge regarding constitution, food, lifestyle
and health, everyone should read this book for
sure.”
- Swami Ramdev

The Song Of The Guru: A Modern Translation
and Commentary on the “Guru Gita”
by Prem Prakash
ISBN: 9780940676459 • $17.95 • 200 pgs

The Guru Gita, literally, “The Song of the Guru,”
is a dialogue between the god, Shiva, and his
beloved wife, Parvati. Shiva is depicted as the
eternal, archetypal yogi and the primal guru,
the fountainhead of yogic teachings. Parvati
represents the Divine Mother, Nature as the
feminine force of power and beauty.

Yoga Nidra: The Art Of
Transformational Sleep
by Kamini Desai, PHD
ISBN: 9780940676398 • $22.95 • 408 pgs

This comprehensive guidebook explores the core of
Yogic philosophy and modern applications of Yoga
Nidra backed by scientific research – affirming what
Yogis have known for thousands of years. You will receive
instruction on the practice of Yoga Nidra and the use of
Intention. You will discover how unconscious thinking
patterns and resulting biochemical states contribute
to ill health, stress, insomnia, depression, anxiety, bad
habits, trauma and addictions and most importantly
how to neutralize them with the Six Tools of Yoga Nidra.

Evolve Featured Products Showcase
An Outlaw Makes It Home: The Awakening
Of A Spiritual Revolutionary
by Eli Jaxon-Bear
ISBN: 9780985691158 • $16.95 • 308 pgs

Can drugs, sex and revolution lead to lasting
fulfillment and love? Using Joseph Campbell’s
model of the hero journey, this book answers
this question in an exciting, funny and deeply
personal memoir. It’s an often laugh-out-loud,
but always playing-for-keeps quest for spiritual
wisdom and enlightenment, it unfolds in rapid
fire short bursts of improbable adventure, with
a startling turn in the heartwarming discovery
after an eighteen year search.

Inner Self Guidance Cards
by Lin Bell
UPC: 609722874083 • $15.50 • 128 cards

Use these inspirational oracle cards to assist you in
confirming your Knowing. They bring clarity and
awareness, pointing you within to bring out the
truth of your Being. Inner Self Guidance Cards offer
guidance on decisions, relationships with yourself
and others and a general sense of the energies
around you at the moment.
The set of 128 cards include instructions for doing
your own personal reading. They are great as a gift
and small enough to carry around with you in your
car or purse.

Arjuna Card Game: Conquering The
Battle of Everyday Stress
by Teressa Harbour
UPC: 751571660314 • $13.29
56 cards deck with instructions, boxed

The Arjuna Card Game is a poker-sized 56card deck inspired by Arjuna, the archer-hero
of the epic Bhagavad Gita. Each card offers an
activity that strengthens mind, body or soul.
Activities are designed for individual or group
play. The backs of each card are puzzle pieces
for building a beautiful mandala while you
play. These beautiful high-quality cards were designed by a college health and
wellness professor and a meditation teacher. They are made in the USA.

Naga Magick: The Wisdom
of the Serpent Lords
by Denny Sargent
ISBN: 9781935150596 • $18.95 • 216 pgs

Serpents have always been both venerated and
feared throughout the world, but perhaps none so
much as the Naga in Hindu, Tantric and Buddhist
traditions. What are the Naga? They are the Serpent
Lords of ancient times, more akin to the Orishas of
Santeria than to the remote gods of Olympus. And,
like the Orishas, they are far more accessible.
Naga Magick is more than a mythic and historical
account of the Naga. It is also a Naga ‘Grimoire’ of
practical and spiritual rituals.

Sacred Tarot: The Art of Card Reading & The
Underlying Spiritual Science
by C.C. Zain
ISBN: 9780878872558 • $22.95 • 448 pgs

This profusely illustrated book is indexed and
contains descriptions for twelve different
tarot spreads. Also included is a table of
correspondences which draws correlations
between the tarot arcanum and herbs, gems,
minerals, the Hebrew, Egyptian, and Roman
alphabets, numbers, and astrological symbols.
With this book, the student may readily
determine the astrological correspondence of
any number, name, color, gem or other object.

Wake Up And Roar: Satsang With Papaji
by Eli Jaxon-Bear
ISBN: 9780985691127 • $17.95 • 312 pgs

Wake Up and Roar is an editing and ordering of Sri
H.W.L. Poonja’s (a.k.a Papaji) satsangs to directly
impact the reader with his transmission. Edited
by Eli Jaxon-Bear, who met Papaji before he was
known in the West, as a mission of spreading
Papaji’s name and teaching to everyone.
Blending humor, logic, and eye-opening
storytelling, Papaji extends a gracious wisdom
that speaks to the earnest seeker investigating
the nature of mind, enlightenment, and “how to
be in the world.”
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SCHOOLS & TRAINING
Edgar Cayce's A.R.E – Become A Member

Satiama Writer's Resources

Save 25% when you join Edgar Cayce's A.R.E. and receive free
astrology chart!
Your free forecast will provide you with insights to coming
astrological influences and interpretations of some of the cosmic
forces influencing your immediate future.
Phone: 800-333-4499 / Online: EdgarCayce.org/Field

Satiama Writer's Resource offers a comprehensive set of services
for Mind/Body/Spirit writers at any stage; whether you need
manuscript mentoring, editing, production assistance, strategic
marketing or distribution, we can help you along your path to
meaningful success.
Visit: www.SatiamaWritersResource.com

Edgar Cayce's A.R.E – Special Event!

The Purple Door Soul Source, LLC

Animal Communication Certificate Training
Experiential training with animal communicator Joan Ranquet
helps you learn the intuitive skills you need to tune in to
and communicate with your animal companions. Certificate
Awarded. September 20–23, 2018 at Edgar Cayce's A.R.E.
Phone: 800-333-4499 / Online: EdgarCayce.org

Atlantic University
Founded by Edgar Cayce, Atlantic University creates an
environment where all learners personally integrate the concepts
and theories of the Body-Mind-Spirit connection in an academic
environment. Graduate and Certificate Programs: Transpersonal
Psychology, Mindful Leadership, Regression Hypnosis, Spiritual
Mentoring. 800-428-1512 / AtlanticUniv.edu
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The Purple Door Learning Center for Psychic-Medium Studies.
Explore a powerful yet simple understanding and certification
program of study of psychic-medium communication beyond
myths and fears so commonly associated with ESP/6th Sense.
"Everyday Conversations" books, workshops and presentations.
PurpleDoorSoulSource.com

THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS!
Evolve! is now offering classified ads!
Submit your postings in the following categories:
Author Events • Marketplace • Publications
• Schools & Training • Vacations & Retreats
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